A Routing Algorithm Based on Hybrid Antenna for Wireless Sensor Networks in Large Area
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Abstract—Periodically collecting information and then transmit to a remote base station (BS) is one of the most important applications of sensor networks. But the energy restriction of battery makes this difficult, especially in large area. In order to improve the lifetime of networks in large area, we propose EEHA (energy-efficient gathering algorithm for WSN with hybrid antenna) in this paper, a protocol that is based on hybrid networks which contain directional antennas and omnidirectional antennas. In EHAA, a threshold of distance is defined to avoid forming long chain and sensors are grouped into several chains. Sensors can send data to each other through omnidirectional antennas while they can communicate with BS through directional antennas [1]. Simulation results show that, compared to PEGASIS, EEHA increases the network stable period greatly and performs better by 13%, 14%, 9% when 20%, 50% and 100% of nodes die.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) can be used for information acquiring and data processing in agricultural monitoring. It synthesizes the modern sensor technology, microelectronic technology, the embedded computation technology and the wireless communication technology, and is considered as one of the top 10 technology to change the world in 21st century. With the advantage of low power consumption, low cost and high reliability, WSN becomes more and more popular in agriculture [2,3,4]. Traditionally, most of the WSN are assumed to be equipped with omnidirectional antennas due to its simplicity. However, nodes with omnidirectional antennas are easy to die of long-distance communication when they are deployed in large area. The use of directional antennas can extend communication range with the same amount of energy for transmission while it can only work at a narrow angle [5,6]. Thus, it is significant to study the hybrid networks which contain directional antennas and omnidirectional antennas if we can comprehensively utilize the advantage of two sides [7,8].

In this paper, we propose EEHA, a multi-chain based protocol. Sensors are grouped into several chains. In each chain, one sensor is selected as a leader based on its position and its residual energy. All leaders send the information to the BS through directional antennas, while other nodes send data to neighbor nodes through omnidirectional antennas. Due to the multiple chains structure, EEHA balances the energy consumption and avoids forming long chain. Thus, it can save the amount of energy spent per round and prolong the network lifetime. It also reduces the communication delay.

II. RELATED WORKS

The PEGASIS protocol [9] is an elegant solution where a chain is formed including all nodes in the network using the greedy algorithm to reduce the transmitting distance. However, PEGASIS has several defects: 1) the inevitability of long link between neighboring nodes lead to rapid death of some nodes 2) the communication delay from the original node to the end node is intolerable in some cases 3) the leader nodes which are far from the BS expend great amounts of energy in one round 4) it will need to rebuild the whole chain when some nodes die.

Many new algorithms have been proposed to address the problems above. EEPB (Energy-Efficient PEGASIS-Based protocol) [10] adopt a threshold to decrease the formation of long link. In [11], author proposes a protocol based on LEACH [12] and PEGASIS. In the process of building the cluster, the protocol calculates the dispersion coefficient and determines cluster communication by the threshold. Cluster-head sends its data to gateway by single hop or multi-hop. Hu Jun-hao [13] uses tabu algorithm to optimize the topology. In addition, authors in [14,15] divide monitoring area into several areas. Routing tree is built in each area and leader nodes are elected to communicate with BS. COSEN (A Chain Oriented Sensor Network for
Efficient Data Collection) [16] is a hierarchical chain based protocol. Sensors in the area are grouped into one higher level chain and several lower level chains. Simulation results show that COSEN requires much lower time and energy due to multiple chains and hierarchical structure.

III. NETWORK AND RADIO MODEL

In this paper, we consider the following network model assumptions:

1) The BS with sufficient energy is located far from the network.
2) All nodes are homogeneous and their location and energy information are available.
3) No mobility of sensor nodes
4) Each node has power control and the ability to transmit data to other sensor with omnidirectional antenna or to the BS with directional antenna.

We use the radio model described in [17]. If the distance is less than a threshold $d_0$, the free space is used; otherwise, the multipath model is used. To transmit a 1-bit message a distance $d$ with the radio, the radio expends:

$$E_{TX}(l,d) = E_{TX-\text{elec}}(l) + E_{TX-\text{amp}}(l,d)$$

$$= \begin{cases} 1 \times E_{\text{elec}} + l \times e_{fs} \times d^2, & d \leq d_0  \\ 1 \times E_{\text{elec}} + l \times e_{mp} \times d^4, & d > d_0 \end{cases}$$

(1)

To receive this message, the radio expends:

$$E_{RX}(k) = E_{RX-\text{elec}}(k) = l \times E_{\text{elec}}$$

(2)

In this model, the radios have power control so that they can expend the minimum required energy to reach the intended recipients.

When nodes use directional antennas to send information with same transmit power, the communication range $d_0$ is given by [18],

$$d_0 = kd_{\text{omni}} = \left(\frac{2}{1 - \cos(\theta / 2)} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} d_{\text{omni}}$$

(3)

If $\theta = 360^\circ$, then $d_0 = d_{\text{omni}}$. Thus, to transmit an 1-bit message a distance $d$ using directional antennas, the radio expends:

$$E_{DTX}(l,d) = E_{DTX-\text{elec}}(l) + E_{DTX-\text{amp}}(l,d)$$

$$= \begin{cases} 1 \times E_{\text{elec}} + l \times e_{fs} \times d^2 / k^2, & d \leq k \times d_0  \\ 1 \times E_{\text{elec}} + l \times e_{mp} \times d^4 / k^4, & d > k \times d_0 \end{cases}$$

(4)

IV. EEHA PROTOCOL

The main idea in EEHA is to avoid forming long link by multiple chains structure and take advantage of directional antennas in long-distance transmission.

A. CHAIN FORMATION PHASE

In PEGASIS, the neighbor distance will increase gradually because nodes already on the chain cannot be revisited.

In order to reduce the formation of long link, EEHA defines a distance threshold $D$.

$$D = \alpha E(d_{2\text{next}})$$

(5)

where $\alpha$ is the parameter of long link and $E(d_{2\text{next}})$ is the mathematical expectation of distance between neighbor nodes.

Like PEGASIS, we start with the furthest node from the BS to construct the chain. The furthest node finds its closest neighbor using greedy algorithm at first. This neighbor finds its next node in the same way. Assuming node $i + 1$ is the closest neighbor of node $i$, EEHA compare the distance between node $i + 1$ and node $i$ with $D$ at first.

If $d_{i + 1} \leq D$, then the link between node $i + 1$ and node $i$ is not a long link, and node $i + 1$ will be linked to node $i$.

Otherwise, the link between them is considered to be a long link which should be reduced if possible. At this time, new chain formation starts from node $i + 1$. Repeat the above steps until all the nodes are visited. Several chains will be formed finally and the number of chains is determined by $\alpha$.

The value of $\alpha$ is important during the formation, and it will be discussed in the following part.

If there are 100 nodes in the network and they are grouped into 10 short chains, the average energy consumption of the whole network is given in Eq. 6 when a node sends information to next node using omnidirectional antennas.

$$E_{2\text{next}} = E_{TX}(l,d_{2\text{next}}) + E_{RX}(l)$$

$$= (lE_{\text{elec}} + lE_{fs}d_{2\text{next}}^2) + (1 - 10 / 100)lE_{\text{elec}}$$

$$= 1.9lE_{\text{elec}} + lE_{fs}d_{2\text{next}}^2$$

(6)

When a node sends information to BS using directional antennas, the average energy consumption of the whole network is:

$$E_{2\text{sink}} = E_{TX}(l,d_{2\text{sink}}) = lE_{\text{elec}} + lE_{fs}d_{2\text{sink}}^2 / k^2$$

(7)

Thus, a node is better to transmit to BS using a directional antenna than transmit to next node using an
omnidirectional antenna when
\[ \Delta E = E_{2\text{next}} - E_{2\sin k} > 0 \] (8)

In the case of \( k = 3.9 \),
\[ \Delta E = 6.75 \times 10^4 + 15 \times d_{\text{2next}}^2 - d_{\text{2sin}}^2 > 0 \] (9)

To a network whose area is MxM and BS coordinate is (x0, y0), the expected distance from nodes (x, y) to BS is given by
\[
\int_{x_0}^{x_0 + M} \int_{y_0}^{y_0 + M} (x - x_0)^2 + (y - y_0)^2 \, dx \, dy
\]
\[
0 \leq x \leq M, 0 \leq y \leq M
\]
(10)

When M=500, x0=250 and y0=600, \( E(d_{2\sin}) = 1.64 \times 10^5 \); when the number of nodes n=100, \( E(d_{2\text{next}}) = 50 \); so the value of \( \alpha \) should be about 1.6. In addition, the value of \( \alpha \) should be larger in two cases: 1) the nodes of short chain are in the area which is far from BS, so the leader node is easy to die. 2) the death of some nodes lead to the average distance between neighbors become longer, so it is better to increase \( \alpha \) to avoid forming too much short chains. In this paper, the value of \( \alpha \) is set to 1.6. When the nodes in the chain are far from BS or 10% of nodes in the network are dead, the value of \( \alpha \) increases to

2.

B. LEADER ELECTION AND DATA TRANSMISSION PHASE

Since the BS is located far away, the cost to transmit to the BS is high. Thus the nodes near BS should be elected leader. Besides, the nodes with less energy should not be elected leader in order to avoid rapid death of nodes. Therefore, the nodes which are near BS and have more energy get priority in the election of leader. In EEHA, the node with the smallest \( R \) is elected as a leader. The value of \( R \) is given by:
\[ R = d_i / E_{\text{res}}(i) \] (11)

where \( d_i \) is the distance between node \( i \) and BS, and \( E_{\text{res}}(i) \) is the residual energy of node \( i \).

After electing leaders, nodes in each short chain send data to their leaders as in PEGASIS. Every leader then transmits the information to BS using a directional antenna.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In our simulation, we use MATLAB R2014a as our simulator. We assume 100 nodes placed randomly in a 500x500 field. The nodes in the network have same energy at the beginning. Table 1 shows the parameters used in simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network size/m²</td>
<td>500x500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS location</td>
<td>(250,600)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node number N</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial energy of nodes ( E_o/J )</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics energy ( E_{\text{elec}}/(nJ\cdot\text{bit}^{-1}) )</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier consumed energy in free space model ( \varepsilon_{fs}/(pJ\cdot\text{bit}^{-1}\cdot\text{m}^{-2}) )</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplifier consumed energy in multipath model ( \varepsilon_{mp}/(pJ\cdot\text{bit}^{-1}\cdot\text{m}^{-4}) )</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit threshold ( d_o/m )</td>
<td>87.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size /bits</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter of long link</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Since the area is large and BS is far away from the network, the transmit distance is long. When nodes in the network are only equipped with omnidirectional antennas, they will die very quickly for the high cost of energy. When nodes in the network are equipped with directional antennas and omnidirectional antennas, EEHA shows better performance than PEGASIS in terms of energy consumption and transmission delay. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 shows the network lifetime of PEGASIS and EEHA. The first node dies at 673 rounds for EEHA, whereas the first node dies for PEGASIS at 10 rounds. Compared to PEGASIS, EEHA increases the network stable period greatly and performs better by 13%, 14%, 9% when 20%, 50% and 100% of nodes die. Fig. 3 shows the residual energy of nodes in the network.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we propose EEHA, a multi-chain protocol based on hybrid antennas for large area. Nodes in the network can send information to BS through directional antennas or to neighbor nodes through omnidirectional antennas. They are grouped into several short chains. A leader is elected in each chain and it gathers data before transmitting to the BS. EEHA outperforms PEGASIS by reducing the formation of long link, using directional antennas in long-distance transmission, optimizing the election of leaders. Simulations show that EEHA prolongs the network lifetime and increase the network stable period.
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